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We used whole-exome sequencing to identify variants
other than APOE associated with the rate of hippo-
campal atrophy in amnestic mild cognitive impairment.
An in-silico predicted missense variant in REST
(rs3796529) was found exclusively in subjects with slow
hippocampal volume loss and validated using unbiased
whole-brain analysis and meta-analysis across 5 inde-
pendent cohorts. REST is a master regulator of neuro-
genesis and neuronal differentiation that has not been
previously implicated in Alzheimer’s disease. These
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findings nominate REST and its functional pathways as
protective and illustrate the potential of combining
next-generation sequencing with neuroimaging to dis-
cover novel disease mechanisms and potential thera-
peutic targets.
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Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) is a progressive

neurodegenerative condition for which there is pres-

ently no disease-modifying treatment.1 With the herit-

ability of LOAD estimated to be as high as 80%, a better

understanding of genetic susceptibility factors has the

potential to advance strategies for early detection and

treatment.2 Recent large-scale genome-wide association

studies have identified and confirmed approximately 21

LOAD-associated genes in addition to APOE, where the

e4 allele is the best established and most significant

genetic risk factor.3 However, only about 50% of LOAD

heritability is accounted for by all of the known LOAD

susceptibility genes including APOE, leaving a substantial

proportion of the heritability remaining to be identified.4

Most genetic studies in LOAD have focused on

identifying variants associated with case–control status.

Genetic influences on quantitative intermediate pheno-

types such as rate of brain tissue loss and subsequent

cognitive decline remain understudied despite enhanced

statistical power and mechanistic explanatory contribu-

tions.5 Recently, using a novel strategy combining an

extreme-trait design with whole-exome sequencing

(WES) followed by neuroimaging genetics in a larger

sample, we performed the first genome-wide analysis to

identify functional exonic single nucleotide variants

(SNVs) associated with rate of hippocampal neurodegen-

eration.6 Our prior study identified 2 functional nonsy-

nonymous SNVs other than the well-described APOE e4
allele where the minor alleles were associated with more

rapid hippocampal volume loss in participants with

APOE e3/e3 genotypes. In the present study, we adapted

our previous approach to discover protective functional

missense SNVs associated with a slower atrophy rate of

hippocampal volume in subjects with mild cognitive

impairment (MCI), an early stage of the LOAD contin-

uum. To discover variants independent of APOE e4, we

again focused our analyses on APOE e3/e3 subjects.

Subjects and Methods

Subjects
All individuals included in these analyses were participants

in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Phase 1

(ADNI-1) and its subsequent extensions (ADNI-GO/2), Add-

NeuroMed, Indiana Memory and Aging Study (IMAS), and

Multi Institutional Research on Alzheimer Genetic Epidemiol-

ogy studies (MIRAGE; see the reference6 for details). To reduce

the possibility of spurious findings due to population stratifica-

tion effects, we selected only non-Hispanic Caucasian partici-

pants from each cohort (ADNI-1, ADNI-GO/2, IMAS, Add-

NeuroMed, and MIRAGE) using the same method, that is,

selecting only subjects who clustered with CEU (Utah residents

with Northern and Western European ancestry from the CEPH

[Centre de’Etude du Polymorphism Humain] collection) 1 TSI

(Toscani in Italia) populations using HapMap 3 genotype data

and multidimensional scaling analysis after performing standard

quality control procedures for genetic markers and subjects.

WES Analysis
To implement the extreme-trait design for WES, 8 matched

pairs of non-Hispanic Caucasian male participants were selected

by on the basis of rapid versus slow hippocampal volume

change (annualized percentage of change [APC]) on magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) over 2 years. Participants had a diag-

nosis of amnestic MCI at the baseline visit and APOE e3/e3
genotype. The 8 pairs were approximately matched on age,

educational level, and handedness. One member of each pair

had a relatively rapid loss in hippocampal volume over the first

2 years of the study (rapid group) and the other member of

each pair had a stable or relatively slow rate of hippocampal

volume loss (slow group; p< 0.001). The rapid group had an

average 2-year APC of 24.99% (range 5 23.11 to 27.15),

whereas the slow group had an average 2-year APC of 0.16%

(range 5 1.59 to 21.47). WES was performed on blood-

derived genomic DNA samples using Agilent’s SureSelect

Human All Exon 50Mb kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,

CA) and a HiSeq2000 (Illumina, San Diego, CA; paired-end

105bp reads). Short-read sequences in the target region were

mapped to the National Center for Biotechnology Information

reference human genome (build 37.64) and analyzed using our

previously established WES pipeline.6 Among all exonic variants

identified by WES, we specifically focused on identification of

variants carried only in the slow group, that is, variants in cod-

ing regions in which >4 of 8 subjects in the slow group had at

least 1 alternative allele, but where all 8 subjects in the

rapid group had the same alleles at the locus as the reference

human genome.

Image Processing and Imaging
Genetics Analysis
Automated MRI analysis procedures were detailed in previous

studies.7–10 We performed imaging genetics analyses including

multivariate analyses of cortical thickness and gray matter

(GM) density using longitudinal and cross-sectional imaging

phenotypes to investigate further the association in the 315

remaining ADNI-1 APOE e3/e3 participants after removing

those included in the WES. Age at baseline, gender, years of

education, and total intracranial volume were used as covariates.

Left and right hemispheres are significantly correlated with each

other.11 The 9 p-values in the Table were combined into a

global chi-square test statistic using Fisher’s method.12 To

account for correlation among the p-values, we computed the

p-value of this global test statistic using N 5 100,000
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permutations. Since the smallest of the 9 p-values has an unad-

justed p-value less than or equal to the global test statistic p-

value, the multiple comparison corrected p-value of the smallest

p-value is equal to the protecting global test statistic p-value by

the logic of Fisher’s protected least significant difference proce-

dure. Meta-analysis of the remaining cohorts was then per-

formed to validate the association with right hippocampal vol-

ume at baseline using Stouffer’s weighted z score.

Results

The average coverage of each base in the target regions was

�403, and 89,400 SNVs, of which 5,941 (6.6%) were

not found in the dbSNP database (dbSNP 137), were

identified within the target regions and received a Phred-

based quality score of �30. For the quality of variant calls,

the observed transition-to-transversion ratio for the variants

in the coding region was 3.14, and genotypes determined

by sequencing and the Illumina 610-Quad array were

99.4% concordant. Of 89,400 SNVs, there were 50,396

exonic, 945 splicing, and 29,236 intronic variants. A total

of 25,144 nonsynonymous and 25,234 synonymous SNVs

were found in the protein-coding regions.

To identify functional exonic variants associated

with atrophy rate of hippocampal volume in APOE e3/

e3 MCI participants, further analysis focused on 25,144

nonsynonymous SNVs and 945 SNVs within the regions

of the splice sites. After determining the minor allele fre-

quency of variants in the slow and rapid groups, we iden-

tified variants carried only by the slow group. We identi-

fied 56 nonsynonymous SNVs that were found

exclusively in at least 4 of 8 subjects in the slow atrophy

group, but not in any of the 8 subjects in the rapid atro-

phy group. Among these SNVs, the variant that

accounted for the greatest group difference (present in 5

subjects in the slow group but not in any of the 8 sub-

jects in the rapid group) and was predicted in-silico as a

“functional” missense variant (ANNOVAR 2012)13 was

rs3796529 (REST; RE1-silencing transcription factor).

rs3796529 has a minor allele frequency >15% in the

European American population from the National Heart,

Lung, and Blood Institute Exome Sequencing Project

Database.

We investigated further the association of

rs3796529 by conducting a quantitative trait analysis of

hippocampal volume and unbiased whole-brain analyses

of cortical thickness and GM density using a dominant

model in the remaining 315 ADNI-1 APOE e3/e3 par-

ticipants. Combined analysis of the 9 imaging pheno-

types using Fisher’s method showed that at least one

measure and rs3796529 are marginally associated in par-

ticipants with APOE e3/e3 (p 5 0.061). In particular,

rs3796529 showed a marginal association with right hip-

pocampal volume in all participants with APOE e3/e3
(corrected p 5 0.061) as well as in MCI participants with

APOE e3/e3 (see Table). APOE e3/e3 participants with

minor alleles of rs3796529 had larger hippocampal

TABLE. Association Results (p-values) of Quantitative Trait Analysis Using a Dominant Model of rs3796529 in
the Remaining Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Phase 1 Participants

Trait All APOE e3/e3, n 5 315 APOE e3/e3 MCI, n 5 135

b 95% CI p b 95% CI p

Volume

Right hippocampus 163.5 28.6, 298.4 0.0182 209.4 6.7, 412.1 0.0451

Left hippocampus 110.6 214.8, 236.1 0.0850 165.6 215.3, 346.5 0.0751

Mean hippocampus 137.1 13.3, 260.8 0.0307 187.5 4.3, 370.6 0.0470

Slope

Right hippocampus 10.5 235.9, 56.9 0.6568 212.4 289.3, 64.5 0.7524

Left hippocampus 36.3 26.9, 79.5 0.1010 26.1 241.5, 93.7 0.4515

Mean hippocampus 21.8 218.0, 61.7 0.2838 3.5 256.9, 63.8 0.9110

APC

Right hippocampus 20.06 20.99, 0.86 0.8964 20.19 21.86, 1.49 0.8268

Left hippocampus 0.22 20.89, 1.32 0.7013 20.67 22.65, 1.30 0.5046

Mean hippocampus 0.07 20.82, 0.96 0.8725 20.43 22.04, 1.19 0.6047

APC 5 annualized percentage of change; CI 5 confidence interval; MCI 5 mild cognitive impairment.
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volumes. The Figure displays the results of the main

dominant effect of rs3796529 (TT, TC>CC; minor

allele: T) using surface-based analysis of baseline MRI

scans.14 Highly significant clusters associated with

rs3796529 were found in the right temporal cortical

region, where individuals carrying at least one minor

allele showed greater mean cortical thickness compared

with the participants carrying no minor allele. No signifi-

cant cortical regions were associated with rate of cortical

thickness loss (slope) over 2 years for rs3796529. The

voxel-wise analysis results of the association between

rs3796529 and baseline GM density in a dominant

model showed weak associations in the hippocampus

(p< 0.05, uncorrected, data not shown), which were sim-

ilar to those obtained from the cortical thickness analyses.

Subjects carrying at least one minor allele showed larger

mean GM density compared with the participants carry-

ing no minor allele. A suggestive cluster from the domi-

nant effect on rate of GM density loss over 2 years was

found in the bilateral hippocampal region (p< 0.05,

uncorrected, data not shown), and participants carrying

no minor allele showed more rapid GM density loss over

2 years compared with the participants carrying at least

one minor allele.

Meta-analysis of the 4 remaining cohorts yielded a

one-sided Stouffer weighted z score of 1.53, indicating a

marginal association of rs3796529 with right hippocam-

pal volume at baseline (p 5 0.063). Using Fisher’s

method to combine this result with the ADNI-1 cor-

rected p-value of 0.061 yielded a combined p-value of

0.025. Thus, based on the evidence from the 5 inde-

pendent cohorts, we found an association between right

hippocampal volume and the REST gene at a significance

level of 0.025.

Discussion

This is the first study to show that rs3796529 (REST) is

associated with baseline hippocampal volume and rate of

hippocampal GM density loss. Our results suggested that

APOE e3/e3 individuals carrying at least one minor allele

of rs3796529 had larger hippocampal volumes and

slower GM density loss compared with the participants

carrying no minor allele. Thus, the minor allele of

rs3796529 confers a protective effect on hippocampal

morphology.

The missense variant rs3796529 is located within

exon 4 of REST on chromosome 4. REST is a master

negative transcriptional regulator of adult hippocampal

FIGURE : Association of whole-exome sequencing–identified variant rs3796529 in a larger sample of 315 Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative Phase 1 subjects by surface-based analysis (SurfStat) of cortical thickness at baseline. Statistical maps
of SurfStat were thresholded using random field theory (RFT) correction with a corrected significance level of 0.05. Left hemi-
sphere is shown on the left and P is the RFT-corrected p-value.
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neurogenesis that recruits chromatin-modifying enzymes,

indicating a potential epigenetic role.15–17 REST also

plays a vital role in neuronal differentiation and modu-

lates gene expression patterns related to fundamental

neuronal functions including ion channels and synaptic

plasticity.18 Dysregulation of REST has been implicated

in the pathogenesis of several diseases such as Hunting-

ton disease and Down syndrome.18,19 However, this gene

has not previously been associated with Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD). This new association of a gene involved in

neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation and function

suggests that its expression might underlie protection

against neurodegenerative processes in AD.

Although mitigated somewhat by the extreme-trait

design, a limitation of the present report is that with

only 16 WES samples it is not possible to reach signifi-

cance after Bonferroni correction for any variant. There-

fore, we set our initial arbitrary a priori threshold for

variants of interest at �4 of 8 subjects in the slow atro-

phy group, but not in any of the 8 subjects in the rapid

atrophy group.

In conclusion, our data further suggest that the

minor allele of rs3796529 in the REST gene on chromo-

some 4q12 may be protective for rate of hippocampal

volume loss and GM density in participants with the

common APOE e3/e3 genotype. These findings warrant

further investigation in independent replication, analysis

of maternal parental history, and functional genomic

characterization to determine whether REST may consti-

tute a viable therapeutic target. At a broader level, this

study demonstrates the potential of next-generation

sequencing combined with quantitative imaging pheno-

types for discovery of disease mechanisms and novel can-

didate therapeutic targets.
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